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Catching the Spirit: The Melrose Ladies
Literary and Debating Society 1890-1899
by Cynthia L. Patterson
thejanuary 19, 1894 public dedication of their newly-comleted meeting hall, the members of the Melrose Ladies
iterary and Debating Society listened attentively while the
society president, Mrs. Eliza M. King, recited for a public audience
including many of the town's leading citizens, the proud history
of the society's first three years. Society secretary, Miss Nellie Glen,
also read from a report she had presented previously (privately to
club members in February 1893) that in "mid summer of 1890,"
members of the club, "having caught something of the spirit in this
progressive age," met together to plan "some cooperative system of
education, which should be helpful, and in the line of progress." 1
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1
Records of the Melrose Woman's Club, Special and Area Studies Collection,
George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, Box
1. All subsequent references to meeting minutes are noted by date of minutes,
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In forming their society, the Melrose ladies became part of the
women's club movement sweeping the American nation. While not
the oldest (white) women's club in Florida, the Melrose meeting
hall was the first club meetinghouse erected in the state of Florida
built entirely from funds raised by club members. It is still in use
today. 2
The early history of the women's club movement in the nineteenth century has been carefully chronicled. A history largely confined geographically to the major east coast cities, this early history
demonstrates women's engagement, through their clubs, with the
most pressing reform issues of the early to mid-nineteenth century: abolition, temperance, prison reform, the peace movement,
and the like. Scholars such as Anne Boylan, Lori Ginzberg, Mary
Kelley, Carolyn J. Lawes, Anne Firor Scott and others have aptly
sketched the scope and variety of women's associations and activism in the Northeast. 3 Following their lead, other scholars have
expanded the geographic scope of study to cover women's clubs
in the Midwest, West and South, and to chronicle the activities of
African American women's associations as well. 4 However, while

2

3

4

and all were taken from Box 1 of this collection. In referencing club members'
names, I initially use the preferred form of address found in club documents
(Miss, Mrs.; use of husband's first name in place of woman's own first name,
etc.). However, when citing from census data and secondary sources, I later
use the woman's given name, when it can be ascertained from the historical
record. In a few instances, I am unable to determine positively a woman's given
name due to conflicting census data.
See Jessie Hamm Meyer, Leading the Way: A Century of Service, The Florida
Federation of Womens Clubs 1895-1995 (Lakeland, FL: GFWC Florida Federation
ofWomen's Clubs, Inc., 1994), 9, 14-17.
See Anne M. Boylan, The Origins of Womens Activism: New York and Boston,
1797-1840 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Lori
D. Ginzberg, Untidy Origins: A Story of Woman's Rights in Antebellum New York
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005); Mary Kelley, Learning
to Stand & Speak: Women, Education and Public Life in America's Republic (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006); Carolyn J. Lawes Women and
Reform in a New Eng/,and Community, 1815-1860 (Lexington: University Press
of Kentucky, 2000); Anne Firor Scott, Natural Allies: Womens Associations in
American History (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991). See also Theodora
Penny Martin, The Sound of Our Own Voices: Womens Study Clubs 1860-1910
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1987).
See, for example: Kathleen L. Endres, Akron s "Better Half': Womens Clubs
and the Humanization of the City, 1825-1925 (Akron: University of Akron Press,
2006); Sandra Haarsager, Organized Womanhood: Cultural Politics in the Pacific .
Northwest, 1840-1920 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997); Evelyn
Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent: The Womens Movement in the Black
Baptist Church 1880-1920 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993);
Joan Marie Johnson, Southern Ladies, New Women: Race, Region, and Clubwomen
in South Carolina, 1890-1930 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004);
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the social reform work enacted by women in the club movement
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has received
considerable scholarly attention, and while the reading habits of
elite white women in non-southern states can now be readily documented, little scholarship exists on the women's club movement
in the South. Even less work has been published on the reading
and writing habits of southern women, much less of Florida women.5 Broadly speaking, this article aims to contribute to the field of
American women's intellectual history by shifting attention geographically to the South. Specifically, I intend to trace the literary
practices of members of the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating
Society, and to suggest the ways in which their literary production
both mirrored and differed from those of women in similar Florida clubs. In this article, I make several interrelated claims, namely
that the literary habits of the Melrose society proved far more progressive than those of Florida sister clubs during the society's early
years, 1890-1897; although living in relatively isolated, frontier conditions, society members nonetheless engaged with many of the

5

Elizabeth McHenry, Forgotten Readers: Recovering the Lost History of African
American Literary Societies (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002); Carolyn
0. Poplett and Mary Ann Porucznik, The Gentl,e Force: The Nineteenth Century
Womans Club of Oak Park (Broadview, IL: A & H Lithoprint, 1988); Anastatia
Sims, The Power of Femininity in the New South: Women's Organizations and Politics
in North Carolina, 1880-1930 (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1997).
To my knowledge, Nancy A. Hewitt's Southern Discomfort is the only book-length
scholarly treatment of Florida women's clubs, and her study focuses exclusively
on Tampa. See Nancy A. Hewitt, Southern Discomfort: Womens Activism in Tampa
Florida, 1880s-1920s (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2001).Jessie Hamm
Meyer's Leading the Way was commissioned by the Florida Federation of
Women's Clubs, but makes no pretense to be a scholarly study. The special
spring 1999 issue of Florida Historical Quarterly devoted to "Women's Activism
in Twentieth-Century Florida" provides excellent essays by Patricia Dillon,
Maxine D. Jones, Sally Vickers, and Scott Hamilton Dewey, as well as Jean
Gould Bryant's useful review essay, "From the Margins to the Center: Southern
Women's Activism, 1820-1970," The Florida Historical Quarterly 77, no. 4 (Spring
1999), 405-428. Also, see Linda D. Vance, May Mann Jennings: Florida's Genteel
Activist (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1991). Providing additional
background on African American women activists in Florida is Maxine D.
Jones's other FHQarticle, as well as her co-authored book. See "The Rosewood
Massacre and the Women Who Survived It," Florida Historical Quarterly 76, no.
2 (Fall 1997): 193-208; and Maxine D. Jones and Kevin M. McCarthy, African
Americans in Florida (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press, Inc., 1993). However, this
scholarship does not focus primarily on Florida women's intellectual history.
A welcome exception to the dearth of research on the intellectual history of
Florida women is the more recent article by John T. Foster,Jr., Sarah Whitmer
Foster, and Roscoe A Turnquest, "A Liberated Journalist and Yankee Women
on the Florida Frontier," Florida Historical Quarterly 91, no. 1 (Summer 2012):
33-48.
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leading social and political issues of their age; 6 and, the society's
intellectual work (reading, writing, debating) proved inextricably
bound up with the members' consumption of the progressive periodical publications of the 1890s. 7 In forwarding this argument, I
will first offer a brief comparative overview of the reading habits
of similar Florida clubs also founded in the 1890s. I will then trace
a brief history of the founding of the Melrose society, including
biographical information about its early participants. The remainder of this article will highlight the debating, reading and literary
practices of the society.
As far as can be determined, the Melrose Literary and Debating
Society records, now housed at the University of Florida, are one of
only a handful of women's club records in the state held by public
institutions or archives-a situation unlike those of similar clubs
in the Northeast, many readily available to researchers. 8 Likely,
the lack of easy accessibility has proven a deterrent to substantial
prior scholarly engagement with the women's club movement in
Florida. The records of the General Federation of Women's Clubs,
with which the Melrose club was once affiliated, reside in the state
federation offices in Lakeland, Florida, and can be examined by
appointment. However, most records of individual clubs founded
contemporaneously with the Melrose club appear to be held privately, including those of the Florida chapter clubs affiliated with
the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (NACWC). 9
6

7

8

9

For a discussion of Florida as a frontier, see Raymond A. Mohl and Gary R.
Mormino, "Boom, Bust, and Uncertainty: A Social History of Modem Florida,
in The History of Florida, ed., Michael Gannon, (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida 1996), 497-528, especially 498.
Linda Kerber and Mary Kelley are widely considered pioneers in the field of
American women's intellectual history. See Linda Kerber, Women of the Republic:
Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Pres, 1980); and Kerber, Toward an Intellectual History of Women: Essays
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1997). In addition to Kelley's
Stand and Speak, cited above, see her earlier Private Woman, Public State: Literary
Domesticity in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press,
1984).
These records are held in the Special and Area Collections, George A.
Smathers Library, University of Florida. Also in this library, and available
digitally, are a letter book and scrapbook of the Gainesville ''Visionaries"an African American women's club active in the 1940s and 1950s. Records of
the Green Cove Springs women's club are held at the Clay County Historical
Archives.
I have examined records of five additional (white) clubs founded early
(between 1888 and 1897), located in Tampa, Daytona, Palatka, Green Cove
Springs, and Apalachicola. Except for the Green Cove Springs club, held at the
Clay County Historical Archives, all other clubs hold records privately.
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The Melrose Woman's Club meeting hall. Photograph courtesy of the author.

Club records generally include membership lists, meeting minutes,
scrapbooks, financial reports, annual reports, and, in the case of
the more prosperous clubs, annual bound "yearbooks" recording
the additional literary and social activities of the clubs.
In the case of the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society, the club's copious and detailed meeting minutes paint a rich
picture of the women's intellectual life through the lens of their
consumption of reform-minded periodicals published in the 1890s.
The range of their reading, writing and debating topics demonstrates that while geographically isolated from much of the rest of
Florida and the nation, these women nonetheless engaged imaginatively and intellectually with the most pressing social, cultural,
and political issues of their time. Moreover, while they pursued literary endeavors in part for mental improvement, their reading and
debating also spurred social and political engagement targeting
not only the local community, but state and national issues as well.
Letter writing proved a particular outlet for the members' political
proclivities, as the meeting minutes clearly record.
Today, Melrose remains much as it did in the late nineteenth
century: a sleepy little village far removed from the centers of social
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or political power in the state of Florida. Some streets remain
unpaved and the town's 3,500 or so citizens have chosen not to
incorporate. 10 In the mid-to-late nineteenth century, however, Melrose saw itself as an up-and-coming agricultural center for the budding turpentine and orange growing industries. Located in an area
then dubbed the "Lake Region" of Florida, Melrose is situated on
Santa Fe Lake. In the 1890s, it was accessible primarily via steamboat from the railroad center at Waldo, Florida. 11 However, thanks
to local and state boosterism, an increased flow of settlers and sunshine-seeking visitors from the North produced a brief boom of
growth and prosperity from roughly 1890 to 1920. Melrose inhabitants, both year-round and seasonal, had reason to be proud of their
rapidly growing little town. However, townspeople lived yet relatively isolated from their neighbors in the larger cities of Gainesville,
Jacksonville and Daytona, in particular, and dependent upon their
own local efforts to make improvements to their village and surrounding area. 12 Women ertjoyed scant access to higher education
in the state of Florida in this era, and so it is understandable that
many of the earliest Florida women's clubs, like Melrose, formed as
"literary clubs" or "mental improvement" societies.13
Apalachicola, Palatka and Green Cove Springs Clubs

In the years before the founding of the Florida Federation
of Women's Clubs (February 1895) and certainly before Florida
clubs joined the General Federation of Women's 'Clubs, each club
appears to have developed its own program of selected readings.
The more prosperous clubs located in the larger cities-Daytona
Beach and Tampa for example-could likely afford to purchase
and read books suggested by the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Cir:cle or other similar education advocates. For example, The
10
11

12

13

According to Florida Backroads Travel, http:/ /www.florida-backroads-travel.
com/melrose-florida.html (accessed February 27, 2017).
See map of Lake Region and description of Santa Fe Lake and Melrose in
Zonira Hunter Tolles, Bonnie Melrose (Keystone Heights, FL: Zonira Hunter
Tolles, 1982), map facing page 1 and 2-3.
In fact, when the Melrose club joined the state federation in 1897, and
offered to host the statewide meeting for 1898, the minutes for 1897 include
a transcription of the response penned by Mrs. Emma G. Low. In that letter
of February 2, 1897, Mrs. Low, the Corresponding Secretary of the Florida
State Federation of Women's Clubs, welcomes the Melrose society to the state
federation, but declines the offer to host the state meeting there in 1898, due
to "the present inaccessability [sic] of Melrose .... "
Meyer, 4-5.
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Chautauquan, a monthly that commenced publication in 1880, provided suggested readings in world history, science, theology and
American and British authors. 14 Clubs founded in more remote
locales often found this kind of reading prescription problematic. Several factors likely explain why. First is the issue of purchase
price: amassing a reading library of the great works of Western literature is costly. A second issue is the challenge of transporting a
private library from northern homes to what was for most Florida
settlers in this era, a second, seasonal home. Very few Florida cities
boasted public libraries in this era, and most of those cities with
public libraries owed their founding to the women's clubs. 15 So
for the smaller towns like Apalachicola, Palatka, and Green Cove
Springs-clubs in towns similar in size to Melrose in this era-purchasing the books on prescribed reading lists proved costly, and
even when ordered, delivery often unpredictable. The practice of
travelling libraries instituted by the Florida Federation of Women's
Clubs was still some 10 to 15 years in the future. 16
Most early clubs clearly spelled out their primary purpose for
forming in a club constitution. Thus, the 1897 constitution of the
Palatka club reads, "The name of this organization shall be The
Woman's Fortnightly Club of Palatka, Florida. The purpose of this
club shall be intellectual improvement." 17 A history prepared for
the club's centennial celebration in 1997 indicates that the earliest topics studied included "the colonization of America by the
Pilgrims and Puritans; inter-colonial and Indian wars; American
government makers and statesmen, and the founders of American
Literature." 18 Like many sister clubs, the Palatka club also founded
the town's public library. 19
The Green Cove Springs club, on the other hand, had formed
nearly twelve years earlier, in 1885, as the Green Cove Springs
14
15

16
17
18
19

Frank Luther Mott, A History ofAmerican Magazines, in five volumes (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1958-1968), 3: 545.
See Scott, page 3 and ff. Estimates varied on the percentage of local libraries
founded by women's clubs, some sources claiming 50 percent, others claiming
75 percent. For a more comprehensive analysis of the influence of women's
clubs on the founding of libraries, see Paula D. Watson, "Founding Mothers:
The Contributions of Women's Organizations to Public Library Development
in the United States," Library Quarterly 64, no. 3 Quly 1994): 233-269.
On the practice of travelling libraries in the Florida Federation of Women's
Clubs, see Meyer, 63.
Club materials accessed at the Palatka Women's Club meetinghouse,June 30,
2014.
GFWC Womans Club of Palatka, Florida, Inc., Club History from 1897-1997, I.
Meyer, 27.
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Village Improvement Association (VIA). The women sought some
half-dozen improvements to the village from the Green Cove
Springs Mayor and Village Council. 20 ~though focused on village sanitation issues, the Green Cove Spnngs women also formed
the village's first free library three years later in 1888. 21 Club minutes also indicate that in 1888 the Green Cove Springs women
approached the Reverend [?] Scott to ask him to start a similar
association among the town's colored population, which he did. 22
Thus, the Green Cove Springs clubwomen clearly linked improved
education to social reform, across race and class. The Apalachicola club formed in 1896 specifically as a "Woman's Reading Club."
One of the first tasks included forming a proposed reading program to guide the women in their fortnightly meetings. The first
recorded reading was of "Paul Revere's Ride," given November 19,
1896. However, meeting minutes from that first season-which
ran from October to May-indicate early difficulty completing the
proposed reading program. The January 28, 1897 minutes indicate
that Miss Etta Cumberworth was unable to meet her assignment
to read from "The Black Cat" by Edgar Allan Poe because she was
unable to secure a copy of the selection. Likewise, the February
25, 1897 minutes indicate that Mrs. Wright was unable to locate
her assigned selection so Mrs. John Ruge instead read selections
from Bret Harte. By the opening of the club's next season, November 1897, the minutes record a motion to appropriate the bulk of
money in the treasury-at that time $23.55-to purchasing books
to enable members "to carry out the programme [sic] exactly as
assigned to each one; last year there having been several substitutions made on account of the inability to get the required books." 23

20

Specifically, the ladies requested: 1) a dumping ground for offal; 2:
replacement of bad walkways; 3) enforcement of an ordinance on dogs; 4)
forbid cattle roaming the streets; 5) forbid killing of birds within city limits; 6)
require pig stys [sic] to be cleaned monthly; 7) forbid pasting of circulars on
trees. Minutes of the Village Improvement Association, Green Cove Springs,
April 3, 1888, available on CDs at the Clay County Historical Archives, Green
Cove Springs, Florida.
21 Meyer, 7.
22 Minutes of the Village Improvement Society, Green Cove Springs April 3, 1888.
I have been unable to locate any information about this African American
society to date.
23 From the Archives/Minutes Secretary's Book of The Woman's Reading Club
of Apalachicola, Chapters One and Two: 1896-1898, Transcribed by Marilyn
Hogan, Historian, February 1, 2014. Original records examined by the author
June 23, 2014.
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However, minutes for February 10, 1898 indicate that the problem of securing books persisted. In response, clubwomen passed a
motion to purchase a book, the Library of American Literature, at a
cost of $3.25, as well as subscriptions to two periodicals purveying
literary selections: Current Literature and Review of Reviews. Current
Literature had commenced publication in 1888, and ten years later,
in 1898, the monthly featured departments such as "French Literature," "Art, Music and Drama," "Philanthropical and Social," "Biography," "Society Verse," "Drama" and "Adventure and Sport." 24 The
reading matter thus covered rather conservative topics designed
to provide a broad grounding in the humanities. The monthly
was sparsely illustrated, illustrations apparently limited to one per
issue, and generally a portrait of the featured writer: in the case
of the January 1899 issue, for example-likely the first issue that
would have been available to the Apalachicola clubwomen-a portrait of Ella Higginson, whose recent book and periodical poetry
received review. 25
Apalachicola clubwomen evidently looked to the Library of
American Literature volume to supply readings from the Western
literary tradition, while initially planning to rely on Current Literature to supply them with snippets from contemporary American authors, as well as material for a discussion of current events.
Whatever the members' initial plans, by the time the next season
launched in November 1898, the minutes record that a motion
carried to rwt subscribe to Current Literature, but instead to rely on
"magazines and papers available among the members" for reading
matter on current events. Even though the Apalachicola women
failed to follow through on the Current Literature subscription at this
time, minutes of subsequent meetings indicate that a section on
"current events" nonetheless secured a regular spot on the club's
reading and discussion program-alongside selections from the
Library of American Literature.
The wealthier sister clubs formed later in Daytona Beach ( 1895)
and Tampa (1900) also pursued a mental improvement plan culled
from the work of the great literatures and histories of the western
world. 26 The Melrose society-for various reasons-generally grav24
25
26

Mott,3: 508.
I examined the print issue of this magazine held by the University of South
Florida Libraries Periodicals division.
Meyer states that the members of the Palmetto Club, Daytona Beach, were
"mostly women of education and wealth" and were known as the "cream of
the 400 from the different northern states" ( 19). Their readings featured such
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itated to periodical literature after the club's inception in 1890.
While most of the clubwomen considered Melrose their primary
home, most had also migrated south from eastern seaboard cities-many from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Naugatuck, Connecticut. Founding president, Eliza M. King, and her companion,
club secretary Nellie Glen, brought with them to Melrose a history of prior engagement with reform movements in England and
New York-suffrage, dress reform, public health, and labor reform,
just to name a few. Both appear to have been avid consumers of
progressive, and at times, radical periodical literature, and their
reading proclivities appear to have driven the literary and debating
agenda in Melrose for most of the club's first decade.
Founding of the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society

To launch the Melrose club, eight women met formally for
the first time on July 23, 1890 at the home of Elmira Vogelbach,
wife of the local physician. Joining Vogelbach were Mrs. Henry
(Charlotte) Baldwin, Mrs. Charles E. (Melissa) Caldwell, Nellie
Glen, Mrs. Edson L. (Sarah) Judd, Eliza M. King, Mrs. F.L. (Emma)
Storrs, and Mrs. Peter Hansen (Sophia) Westgard.Joining the club
later would be Elizabeth Orr, wife of the engraver, Nathaniel Orr,
although she would leave the club after a tiff in 1896, forming the
"While Away Club" with Hannah Waters and Anna (Mrs. FJ.) Darlington.27 A grainy replica of a photograph of club members held
privately likely dates to 1893 when the club had grown to eighteen
active members. The ladies established biweekly meetings held
on Friday afternoons at 3:00 p.m., and in that first year, met yearround through the end of June-unlike their sisters in the more
affluent coastal cities of Daytona Beach and Miami, who met only
during the winter "season" in Florida, roughly November through
May. 28 While these women clearly considered Melrose their primary home, at least initially, some members travelled north to escape
the heat of Florida's summers.

27

28

topics as "Ethics of Literature" and "A Glance at Romanticism" (19). Meyer
describes the members of the Tampa club as "very literary" (34) , and notes
that by 1914, the club members had studied the histories of nineteen different
countries (34).
The minutes from the May 15, 1896 meeting contain a letter from the Melrose
society to members of the newly formed ''While Away Club" wishing them the
best, and apologizing for "any lack of duty or courtesy on our part" that led to
the rift.
Meyer, 4-5.
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The Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society, 1893. Front row, 1-to-r: Nellie
Glen, Melissa Caldwell, Effie Orr Hamlyn, Hannah C. Waters. Second row, 1-to-r:
Idella Priest, Eliza King, Mrs. Brown, Elmira Vogelbach, [unknown], Ann Flora
Fickle. Third row, 1-to-r: Charlotte Baldwin, Elizabeth Orr, [unknown], [unknown],
Fanny Darlington, [unknown]. Courtesy of the Melrose Collection.

Several of the society members had migrated to Florida from
Naugatuck, Connecticut-including Baldwin, Judd, and another
early member, Aurilia Bingham. 29 In fact, when the time came to
open a bank account for the Society, the members eschewed the
local Florida banks in favor of a bank in Naugatuck. Founding
member Elmira Vogelbach relocated from Philadelphia with her
husband, Herman, a physician, his brother, Adolphus, who served
as the town's first pharmacist, and Adolphus's wife, Emma. 30 Emma
also joined the Society, although her attendance proved irregular.
Sophia Westgard, another founding member, had met her Norwe·
gian-bom husband, Peter, while he worked for her father in New
York. The couple moved to Philadelphia where Westgard worked
at a shipyard. Evidently, Florida land boosters recruited heavily in
Philadelphia, and when the Westgards purchased land and moved
to Melrose, Peter Westgard worked at, and eventually became part
29

30

Tolles, 121.
Ibid., 67.
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Mrs. Eliza M. King as a young wife. Courtesy of Ian Leader-Elliott.

owner of the local lumber mill. 31 Eliza M. King and Nellie Glen
travelled the farthest, migrating from England, by way of New York
City, to buy Florida orange groves. 32
According to her biographer, Ian Leader-Elliott, Emeritus Fellow, University of Adelaide, Eliza M. King, previously a resident of
New Zealand, had been active in literary and social circles from
soon after her husband's death in the Taranaki Land Wars of 1861. 33
The above photograph depicts her as a young bride. She published
her first book, Truth. Love. Joy, or the Fruits of the Garden of Eden in
1864. The book launched a radical attack on Biblical literalism. In
1870, King immigrated to England in order to further her daughters' education. There she became an ardent public speaker and
writer on causes ranging from the Contagious Diseases Act, to dress
reform, cooperative housing, equal suffrage and the international
peace movement. Combined inheritances from her father and husband left her financially independent and free to immigrate once

31
32

33

Ibid., 117.
Dr. Ian Leader Elliott, for the Women '.s History Network online, https:/ /
womenshis torynetwo r k. org/ mrs-em-king-cam paining-for-womens-rightspt-1/ / (accessed February 27, 2017).
See Leader-Elliott's additional biographic sketch linked to the Kete New
Plymouth, New Zealand historical web site: http:/ /ketenewplymouth.
peoplesnetworknz.info/notable_taranaki_identities/ documents/ show/ 1268mrs-e-m-king-1831-1911-brief-notes-on-her-life (accessed February 27, 2017).
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again to New York City, later settling in Melrose. 34 Eliza King likely
deserves the credit for at least attempting to "radicalize" the other
members of the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society.
Reading, Writing, Debating: the Society's "private work"

After moving into its newly built hall in November 1893, the
Society sponsored the open meeting cited in this article's opening,
inviting all town residents. As noted, at that meeting, Eliza King
read from the club history that she and Nellie Glen had composed
for that purpose. As club secretary, Glen also read a report she had
submitted earlier, as part of the February 7, 1893 meeting, detailing both the "private work of the society" and the "outside work."
The report listed under "private work" the range of topics the
Society members had either debated, or about which individual
members had written and presented original papers between 1890
and 1893. 35 These "original papers" seem to have been what we
might call "research essays"-the writer's own ideas interspersed
with snippets from the books and periodicals she had consulted in
the paper's preparation. The list, transcribed below, is a fascinating
portrait of the topics tackled by the women in the early years of the
society:
The Propriety of Women as Public Speakers; Sunday
Amusements; The People's Party; Finance; Free Coinage
of Silver; The Graduated Income Tax; The Land Question;
Is Selfishness the Mainspring of Every Action?; The Law
of Life, or Man by Nature and Life in the Future, through
Jesus Christ Alone; Cremation; Should Labour [sic] Organize for Self Protection; Parliamentary Practices; Dress
Reform; Nursing the Sick.
While this list addresses many of the important political issues of
the day, the women couched their intellectual work as "private"
rather than "public"-likely to deflect possible criticism from
townsmen who might have resented their wives and daughters'
movements out of the private sphere of home and hearth. However, missing from Glen's report was mention of the many articles
34
35

Ibid.
Although I have discovered no evidence that the Melrose club circulated its
papers to other clubs, it was the practice of the clubs affiliated with the Florida
Federation of Women's Clubs to circulate papers to other clubs. See Meyer,
page 53.
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from local, regional and national print publications that the various members had read and presented to other Society members
for discussion and mutual edification-reading that formed an
adjunct and stimulus to their discussions and debates. References
to the women's periodical reading must be culled from individual
meeting minutes.
While a sizeable chunk of the Melrose society's reading and
debating touched the "woman question," another subset of the
women's reading practices clearly demonstrates the influence of
the "village improvement" societies springing up alongside, and
frequently directly from, the literary and mental improvement
societies in Florida. "Birthday of the Trees," an article by Helen
Harcourt, excerpted in a reading at the January 9, 1891 meeting,
spurred a discussion to celebrate Arbor Day in Melrose by planting trees. Author Harcourt was a local celebrity-this was the pen
name used by nearby Tarpon Springs resident Helen G. Warner,
who founded the Woman's Town Improvement Society in that
Florida village, while publishing books on Florida flora and fauna.36 This initial discussion of village improvement evidently led
the women to take up for debate the question "What is the greatest need of the town in which you reside?" at their April 3, 1891
meeting held at "King's Glen," home of King and Glen, located in
the nearby town of "Banana. "37 During that discussion, members
mentioned the need for improvements to the public well in Melrose, specifically the need to test the purity of the water; and to
the schoolhouse, which was dirty inside and needed painting on
the outside. Echoing the concerns of the Green Cove springs VIA,
the Melrose women noted a need for storekeepers not to throw
paper and rubbish into the streets. Concluding the debate, some
women recommended a street committee, others a sanitary committee. Some expressed frustration that they could do little until
Melrose incorporated. The result of their debate, however, was a
resolution "to form a society composed of men and women," the
name to be the "Melrose Improvement Society." 38 By forming an
adjunct group open to all the town's (white) citizens, the women
thus retained the all-female membership of their own society, and
its primary focus on literary and debating pursuits.
36
37
38

Meyer, 20.
Tolles, 169-171.
Apparently, it never did incorporate: the town remains an unincorporated
area to this day.
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A Steady Diet of Progressive Periodical Reading
As noted earlier, the "woman question" proved a staple topic
of reading, debating and writing. The minutes of the September 6,
1890 meeting record that Sophia Westgard read to the Society snippets from an article by Ida M. Tarbell titled "Women as Inventors,"
which had appeared three years earlier in the March 1887 issue of
The Chautauquan. The Chautauquan began as the daily publication
of the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle when the assembly was in session for three weeks in August in New York. Under
the editorship of Theodore Flood, a former Methodist minister,
it became a monthly between 1880-1889. Mott notes that there
"was a good deal of Methodism" in its pages. 39 Since the Methodist
Church seems to be the first church building erected in Melrose,
likely a number of the members of the society were Methodist,
and may have subscribed to this monthly. 40 In the article, Tarbell
reports on the research conducted by R.C. Gill in the Patent Office
in Washington-Gill compiled lists of inventions by women covering the years 1809 to 1886. Contrary to numbers circulating in
the American press that women held only 334 patents, Gill demonstrated that during that time, American women actually filed six
times that number of patents, totaling 1,935 separate inventions.
Tarbell makes three primary assertions in her article: that women
have invented a large number of useful articles; that these patents
are not confined to 'clothes and kitchen' devices, as the skeptical masculine mind avers; and that invention is a field in which
women have large possibilities. Society secretary Glen recorded in
the meeting minutes that the women found Tarbell's article "very
gratifying"; that there was some discussion about the assertion that
a woman had invented a cotton ginning machine (and indeed, the
article describes a "cotton picking machine" rather than a "ginning" machine), and that "two or three of the members promised
to look the matter up and report thereon." Alas, no further notice
appears in subsequent minutes to indicate whether or not the
members followed through in their research into the matter.
One of the mainstays of King and Glen's reading was the
Boston monthly, The Arena, which launched publication in 1889.
Edited by Benjamin Orange Flowers, from a prominent Illinois
family, the monthly, under his direction, embraced, in Mott's
39
40

Mott, 3: 544-547.
Tolles, 75.
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words, "reformatory zeal, intellectuality, religion and quackery." 41
Revervend Minot]. Savage, a Unitarian, was a regular contributor,
as were Mary A. Livermore and Helen Campbell. The "Prospectus"
for the first issue proclaims that the magazine is "devoted to the discussion of living issues by the ablest thinkers of the day," and refers
to itself as "a great, progressive exponent of modern thought." For
the Society's July 8, 1892 meeting, Nellie Glen read from a lengthy
article published in The Arena titled "The Women in the Alliance
Movement," highlighting the women speakers active in the Farmer's Alliance, some of whom also became platform speakers for
the People's Party. 42 The article, running over twenty pages in the
monthly, also featured handsome engraved portraits of six of the
women identified as platform speakers and party leaders. Author
Annie L. Diggs includes no mention of Florida women active in
the Alliance (as was Melrose society President King). However, she
clearly depicts the women featured in the article as relishing their
role as political provocateurs in the Alliance movement. Moreover,
Diggs credits their "zeal and fervor" as public speakers, with the
earlier successes of the Alliance in state politics. 43 Although the secretary reported "no discussion" about this article, the Society had
already debated the propriety of women as public speakers in its
February 5, 1892 meeting and had, in fact, already scheduled their
first "public meeting" at which King was to speak, collecting an
admission fee that would go toward the construction of their hall.
While more than a few of the Society's discussions centered on
the "woman question," not all unfolded in a serious manner. Some
proved rather more light-hearted, as in the October 24, 1890 meeting, when the ladies discussed an article by Oscar J. Adams from
the September 1890 North American Review in which the author
accused women of being "The Mannerless Sex," especially in a
woman's treatment of other women. Once the staid quarterly of
the Harvard elite, by 1890 the North American Review had been relocated to New York City and was being published as a monthly. Mott
notes that in this era "it was almost as close to current events as a
newspaper," and that, "[r] adical views were presented along with
41
42

43

Mott, 3: 402.
For more on the Farmer's Alliance in Florida, see Samuel Proctor, "The
National Farmers' Alliance Convention of 1890 and Its 'Ocala Demands,"'
Florida Historical Quarterly 28, no. 3 Uanuary 1950): 161-181.
Annie L. Diggs, "The Women in the Alliance Movement," The Arena Uuly
1892), 162. Diggs authored an earlier article in The Arena (April 1892) on the
male leaders of the Farmer's Alliance.
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conservative opinions." In fact, he asserts, "controversy became the
settled policy of the magazine." In his playful but pointed article,
"The Mannerless Sex," Oscar Adams listed a litany of instances in
which women behaved rudely-in their treatment of tradespeople;
in her treatment of her supposed social inferiors; in her aggressive
behavior and rude treatment of shop girls when out on the town.
Glen recorded in the meeting minutes that "the discussion was
lively, and opinions differed very much-it was generally allowed
that there might be room for improvement, and some of the members declared their intention, to amend if possible their manners,
where they felt themselves lacking." 44 In the frontier villages of
Florida, these northern transplants likely realized that unlike in the
northeast, women could not stand too much on presumed social
position, given their geographical isolation and relatively greater
dependence for survival on others both below and above them on
the social ladder.
A lively discussion also resulted from Melissa Caldwell's reading of an article "Sex and Genius," written by Maurice Thompson
and published in The Independent March 16, 1893. The Independent,
a long-running weekly magazine, was to the Congregationalists
what the Christian Examiner and later Unitarian Review were to the
Unitarians. Mott notes, "it was one of a very small group of religious papers to hold a comparatively general audience in a period
which saw most such periodicals degenerate into denominational
newsletters." 45 The Melrose women discussed this article at their
May 4, 1894 meeting, and Secretary Glen included extensive notes
about the discussion in the society's meeting minutes. Citing examples from nature, specifically from bird species, the author argues
that women can never become "poets of the largest sort" because
like female birds, women lack the ability to vocalize forcefully. Not
unexpectedly, King opened the debate by disagreeing with the
author and pointing to Elizabeth Barrett Browning as the author
of "very superior poetry." She further urged that if women "would
only study their own capabilities they would find that woman is
superior in song and poetry." Glen took up where her companion left off, noting in her meeting minutes that "the debate was
most interesting," and that "the members drifted into the suffrage

44
45
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question," a topic frequently debated by the Society, regardless of
the program plan for a particular meeting. 46
In their January 8, 1891 meeting, a new member, Miss Rogers,
read extracts from an article written by M. J. Savage (The Reverend Minot J. Savage), published in The Unitarian Review and Religious Magazine five years earlier in June 1885. This lengthy article
poses the question "Is a Scientific Basis for Religion Possible?" In
the article, Savage argues that "science" is nothing more than "man
thinking"-a process of "rational study" that involves three primary
steps: observation, verification and deduction. 47 "Science," Savage
continued, "never destroyed a fact or discredited a truth; and it
never will." 48 However, he warned, "Those who are afraid of it only
reveal their lack of knowledge as to what it is, or else their distrust
as to the soundness of their own positions." 49 These words likely
struck a chord with King, based on her earlier book challenging
Biblical literality. Moreover, the latter admonition that "those who
are afraid of it only reveal their distrust as to the soundness of their
own positions," likely caused no small discomfort in some of the
women, as in the group one could find a few Baptists, Methodists
and a couple of Episcopalians-all Christian denominations that
taught a fairly literal interpretation of Christian scriptures in this
era. The secretary records that "The President made a few remarks
in praise of the subject & invited discussion," while warning members "not to discuss science with respect to religion." Evidently,
members found this impossible, as the secretary records "All profess their belief in it [meaning "science"]; also their inability to
discuss it." 50
Sometimes the secretary's precise notetaking in the minutes
can help researchers to identify the source of an article when the
publication information lacks specificity. For example, in the minutes for the February 6, 1891 meeting, Secretary Glen notes that
Charlotte Baldwin read extracts from "The Free Coinage Bill," and
identified the author as Lyman Abbott. A search of the American
Periodicals database reveals several articles with that title appearing
in 1891 that could be the source, but the database credits none to
an author named Lyman Abbott. The two most likely sources seem
46
47
48
49
50

Maurice Thompson, "Sex and Genius," The Independent, March 16, 1893, 1.
Minot]. Savage, "Is a Scientific Basis for Religion Possible?" Unitarian Review,
June 1885, 485-486.
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to be an article published in the Youth :S- Companion, (which we know
from other minutes that a member of the Society subscribed to)
or an article from the Christian Union, a weekly Congregationalist
paper. By consulting the table of contents for the Christian Union
for the January 22, 1891 issue, we find "Lyman Abbott" listed as an
"editor" and "The Free Coinage Bill" listed under the "Editorial"
section of the paper. The secretary's minutes sometimes capture
the precise verbiage found in Abbott's article. Her detailed notes
indicate that "the free coinage bill had been promoted by the silver men," and that farmers had endorsed it because they hoped to
pay off farm mortgages with "cheap money." However, she noted,
employing in places Abbott's exact words, that the object of the bill
was "on the whole, an honest and fair one." 51
As the debate on "the Free Coinage Bill" indicates, the women
of the Melrose Literary and Debating Society did not shy away from
debating complex political issues, and their prolonged debate over
the platform of the People's Party revealed their own political proclivities. The People's Party, commonly referred to as the Populist
party, was organized in St. Louis in 1892 to represent the common
man-laborers and farmers especially, from the interests of the
owners of railroads, banks, corporations, and the political men
who supported such monied interests. 52 Following King's paper
introducing the Society to the basic tenets of The People's Party
in the April 1, 1892 meeting, the society voted to debate the major
planks of the party platform over the next several meetings. Unsurprisingly, King made clear to the group her support of the People's
Party platform: as an orange grove owner and farmer who also
belonged to The Farmer's Alliance, King stood firmly on the side
of the workingman and woman. The minutes record Emma Storrs
and Elmira Vogelbach as expressing support for the People's Party
in that initial discussion, although Vogelbach's support appears
to have waned as she learned more about the specific planks of
the party platform. Caldwell, whose home "Ruthven Lodge" had
been a frequent meeting site for the Society before their Hall was
completed, expressed some reservations. This was perhaps not surprising, as the Caldwell's appear to have been more affluent than
some of their Melrose neighbors. Ruthven Lodge was described as
51
52

Lyman Abbott, "The Free Coinage Bill," Christian Union, January 22, 1891,
101-102.
For a history of the People's Party, see Peter H. Argersinger, Populism and
Politics: William Alfred Peffer and the Peopk's Party (Lexington: University Press of
Kentucky, 1974).
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"a unique and handsome cottage," "of many gables and turrets,"
and it seems likely that the Caldwells relied on income from northern business interests. 53 Among the specific planks of the party
discussed by the group: "the free and unlimited coinage of silver"
(April 29, 1892); the "graduated income tax" (May 13, 1892); and
the "land issue"-that land belongs to the people and should not
be monopolized by the railroads and other corporations (May 27,
1892).
Although some of the women in the Society also supported
the Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), not all were
abstainers. The temperance question was one of such import that
the Society decided to host a public meeting to debate the issue.
Glen opened the June 12, 1894 public meeting by reading from an
article by John Koren published in The Arena titled "The Liquor
Traffic without Private Profits." In the article, Koren pointed to the
Scandinavian system, which took the rights of liquor sales out of
the hands of private individuals and gave every community the ability to control liquor sales, with incentives to barkeeps to sell only
one drink per individual per visit, and for communities to take the
proceeds of liquor sales and pump those monies back into community improvement schemes. Glen further argued that prohibition, where attempted, had been a dismal failure. King spoke next,
continuing Glen's argument against prohibition, pointing out that
wine is spoken of in the Bible. However, Brown next chimed in,
and in secretary Glen's own words "ably answered" King by explaining that the Passover wine would not have been fermented, and
also arguing that in Maine, prohibition had been successful. The
tide of the evening's opinion seemed to rest squarely with the prohibitionists. As a result, the society later voted to request a local
innkeeper to stop serving spirituous liquors at his establishment.
While the village eventually realized a compromise with the members' request, the society's public debate clearly drove the town's
agenda on alcohol sales and consumption. 54
Another article by Reverend Savage on "The Rights of Children," read by Baldwin, was the topic of discussion in the April 6,
1894 meeting of the Society. Once again, the meeting minutes mirror closely some of the exact wording of the article, and it seems
likely that Baldwin left a copy of the article with Glen so that she
could prepare her minutes. In the article, Savage treated not the
53
54
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legal rights of children, but their moral rights, arguing for three
primary rights: the right to be well-born (that is healthy, free from
parental disease); the right to a happy childhood, "not marred by
the continual scoldings of petulant inconsiderate parents or a too
early acquaintance with the hardships of poverty"; and the right
to be properly educated and taught to be self-supporting. 55 Savage berated the old saying attributed to Solomon of "spare the rod
and spoil the child," arguing that the application of this tenet "had
been the cause of no end of child abuse and unhappy homes."56
Given the society's interest in improving education in Melrose, this
topic likely proved timely for their efforts to clean up the schoolhouse and seed a public library. 57
One topic rarely discussed or debated at society meetings was
the issue of race. This seems somewhat surprising since African
Americans constituted approximately 43% of the population in
Florida by 1900. 58 Certainly many made their homes in and around
Melrose. The rare exception to this is the April 14, 1893 discussion
on "The Black Race," which revealed the women adhering closely to the pseudoscientific ideas of racial essentialism prevalent in
that era. The discussion began with a reading by Vogelbach from
"numerous newspaper clippings giving various ideas of the subject." Next Storrs read a paper arguing "that the Negro child was
quite as intelligent as the white child, but that the early ossification
of the skull prevented further development." Brown followed with
a notice of "the son of some African prince who had succeeded in
obtaining a good education" in America, and who then proposed
"to send for his brother and cousin and educate them." Unlike
their sisters in Green Cove Springs, it does not appear that the Melrose ladies urged the formation of a black women's club in town,
although whether or not one existed in this era is unclear. 59 Secretary Glen concluded the April 14, 1893 meeting minutes by noting,
"Others spoke giving words of sympathy for their condition, and
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thought all who came in contact with them should try to help them
by kindness and good examples. "60
Writing Practices: "Original Papers" and Letters

Many of the "original papers" were written and delivered
either by King or Glen, a clear indication of their leadership in the
Society, and an extension of similar work King's biographer notes
that she had engaged in while living in England, and New York
City, before moving to Melrose. Between 1873 and 1875, King lectured on "cooperative house-keeping" in England, and biographer
Ian Leader-Elliott notes, "most of her addresses were revised and
published in periodicals. "61 Likely, her public lecture on "Cooperative Housekeeping," given on December 29, 1892 to raise money
for construction of the Society's hall, originated in these earlier
public lectures and publications. King also gave a public lecture
on "Women's Rights" in May 1891, at the invitation of the Putnam
Farmer's Alliance. She was also a strong advocate of dress reform,
having organized two Rational Dress Exhibitions in England that
drew large audiences of paying visitors. 62 King brought her dress
reform advocacy to New York in 1884; she and Glen attended the
Annual Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science dressed in their usual costume of trousers with overskirts reaching to the ankles. 63 When the Melrose Society decided
to host a meeting devoted to "My Favorite Reform" held on November 9, 1894, King read a paper on dress reform from a fellow New
Zealander.
60
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Melrose Society Minutes, April 14, 1893.
Leader-Elliott, "Mrs. EM King-Campaigning for Women's Rights Pt. l,"
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King read another original paper, "Is Selfishness the Mainspring of Every Action?" to launch the debate for the October
28, 1892 meeting. In the paper, she argued, "selfishness has been
too much blamed; and self-sacrifice too much praised," asserting
instead, "self-sacrifice is the father of selfishness." Rather, she continued, society needs both egoism and altruism-egoism to preserve the individual's ability to self-nurture in order to be effective
in the world, and altruism to connect the individual to others. In
February 1897, she presented another public lecture on "Classes
and Masses," that acting secretary Glen noted "proved very interesting and brought forth a good debate." Of all the "public lectures"
or debates hosted by the society between 1890 and 1899, King was
the only Society member who appears to have lectured from her
own previously published work.
Glen also delivered what the meeting minutes identify as "original papers." Like King's papers, Glen's nearly always incited vigorous debate, as she chose topics many of the other Society members
found quite controversial. On December 26, 1890 she delivered a
paper on "An Equal Standard of Morality for Men and Women," in
which she chastised mothers for keeping their daughters ignorant
about sex. On December 9, 1892 she spoke in favor of cremation
as the most sanitary and loving way to dispose of the dead. Many
of her Society sisters, staunch Christians, rejected her argument.
In December 1894 she delivered a paper on "Unions for Practical Progress in America and England." The new Society secretary
recorded in the minutes that her comments were "interspersed with
extracts from The Arena and other periodicals." The secretary summarized the main idea in this way: that those forming such unions
"considered religion as they were taught to understand it, too narrow for their requirements, and so called Christian ministers slow
to interest themselves in necessary reform movements." Glen cited
some fifty-two clubs formed in America with this commitment in
mind to work on behalf of humanity, but from a space outside the
influence of the church. Some of the reforms addressed by these
unions included child labor, obscene literature, the sweating system, corrupt political rule, and tenement housework. Both Glen
and King pushed the Melrose ladies to debate ideas "radical" to
most of the other group members. 64

64
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Another component of the Melrose society's literary output
involved letters composed by individual club members presented
to the larger club for endorsement and then sent to local, state,
and national receivers. At the society's December 26, 1893 meeting, after deciding that they wished to construct their own meeting
hall, the women discussed writing to other women's literary clubs
to request donations for a building fund. Five members promised
to write such letters while other members expressed doubt "as to
the success of that method of obtaining money." While subsequent
treasurer's reports document local donations, none appears to be
from sister clubs located elsewhere. Consequently, the society hosted a "Parlor Sociable" referred to subsequently as a "literary entertainment" open to all the townsfolk and held at the local hotel,
which, according to the April 1, 1892 meeting minutes, netted the
society $12.50. Couching the evening's entertainment (provided
by club members) as a "parlor sociable" positioned it as an outgrowth of the members' activities in the home sphere, rather than
a "public" event in which women took the stage (although they
clearly did) .65
Similar to the letters members promised to write to sister clubs
seeking financial support, some of the society's correspondences
connected members to larger communities of active clubwomen.
For example, the March 6, 1896 meeting minutes record the members' decision to correspond with the Village Improvement Association of Green Cove Springs to learn what kinds of work that
society was then engaged in pursuing. Likewise, between March
1896 and March 1897, a flurry of letters passed back and forth
between the Melrose society and officers in the Florida Federation
of Women's Clubs, resulting in the Melrose club joining the Federation. However, the club's membership in the Florida Federation
proved short-lived: the society had offered to host the Federation's
1898 annual meeting, and the society's minutes record that a letter
from Federation Corresponding Secretary Emma Low expressed
regret that the Foundation could not accept the society's offer. The
65

The ideology of "separate spheres," which dominated nineteenth-century
social and cultural mores, held that a woman's proper place remained in
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letter reads, "it was deemed inadvisable to accept because of the
present inaccessibility [sic] of Melrose and the fact that three conventions have already been held in this part of the state." Evidently,
state officers speculated that when the Melrose society dropped out
of state affiliation for a few years, it might have been in response to
the denial of their request to host. 66
The society also reached out to prominent women's activists
and supporters beyond the confines of the Florida Federation. For
example, the May 27, 1892 minutes record that members passed a
motion directing club President Eliza King to write a letter to the
Secretary of the Board of Lady Managers of the World's. Fair to
include the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society members in a book the Fair Managers intended to compile of all societies conducted by women. The minutes of the November 3, 1893
meeting record a resolution to write to Henry Brown Blackwell and
Alice Stone Blackwell expressing their condolences on the death of
Lucy Stone. The Woman's Journal, edited by Lucy Stone and Henry
Blackwell, provided regular reading and debating matter for the
Melrose society. When the society learned of a meeting to be held
in New York to celebrate the 80 th anniversary of the birth of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the members passed a resolution to send a
letter requesting that the name of their society be placed on the
patron list, "in grateful recognition of the debt, which the women
of today owe Elizabeth Cady Stanton as one of the pioneer wo"rkers
in their cause." 67
However, the Melrose women also engaged with social and
political issues at both the state and national level. After House
Bill 327 was introduced by Congressman Augustus L. Goodbread
of Columbia County concerning prostitution in the state of Florida, the women responded swiftly with a letter to Florida Governor
Henry L. Mitchell and letters to representatives of Putnam, Alachua, Clay and other counties. 68 Subsequent minutes report the
resounding success of the letter-writing campaign in the defeat of
66

67
68

Meyer, 17. The meeting minutes for January 6, 1899 note that a motion to
withdraw from the Florida Federation met with unanimous approval, although
the minutes provide no rationale for the decision.
Melrose Society Minutes, May 27, 1892, November 3, 1893, November 8, 1895.
According to A Journal of the Proceedings of the House of Representatives of the Fourth
Regular Session of the Legislature of the State ofFlorida, Begun and held at the Capitol,
in the City of Tallahassee, on Tuesday, April 4, 1893, 531 and 597. http:/ /ufdc.ufl.
edu/UF00027834/00008/search?search=goodbread (accessed September 5,
2017).
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Bill 327. The February 1, 1895 minutes also note that the society
sent a letter to The Arena editor, Benjamin Flower, thanking him for
running a series of articles on the age of consent for women. The
women's letter-writing campaigns on behalf of women's suffrage
even garnered them notice in an article "The New Woman of the
New South," written by Josephine K Henry and published in the
February 1895 issue of The Arena. 69
As it neared the end of its first decade of service, and with
new leadership at the helm, the society seemed to head in a different direction. The November 5, 1897 meeting minutes record
the reading of a letter from the society's founder and first president, Eliza M. King. The letter informed the society that King and
the society's original secretary, Nellie Glen, would be resigning
their memberships. Mrs. Emma Storrs, the society's president at
the time of that November 1897 meeting, expressed shock at this
move by King and Glen. The letter from Mrs. King stated, "after
duly considering their relations to the Society, and feeling their
opinions were not harmonious with others," they thought it best
to withdraw. Storrs had every reason to be shocked at King and
Glen's decision. Not only had the two founded the society in 1890
and served as the society's first president and secretary, but they
had donated the land to the Society upon which stood the Society's
meeting hall. Concurrent with the resignation of King and Glen,
the focus of the women's literary endeavors shifted away from the
progressive reading agenda that had guided the first seven years of
the society-the minutes for that same November 5, 1897 meeting
indicate that the clubwomen discussed "Tennyson as a Poet and
A Man." If the Melrose society had caught the progressive spirit
of the age, the members owed the primary debt for their intellectual development to the knowledgeable guidance of King and
Glen. The society's first decade ended on a decidedly downward
note: the minutes from the December 22, 1899 meeting state that
the society hall had been vandalized, and the clubwomen voted a
reward of $5.00 for information about who might have defaced
the hall. 70
Yet for the first decade of its existence, the Melrose Ladies Literary and Debating Society pursued a comparatively radical mental
improvement agenda (reading, writing, debating) driven largely
69
70

The Arena (February 1895), 359.
Melrose Society Minutes, November 5, 1897, December 22, 1899.
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by their consumption of progressive periodicals published in the
1890s. The society's progressive spirit clearly drove the reform
agenda of their little town of Melrose in the final decade of the
nineteenth century. Moreover, thanks to the careful minutes kept
by society secretary Glen, we have a robust picture of the intellectual life of a group of Florida women connected to the era's key
social and political issues despite their frontier circumstances.
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